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1. The following items were referred to Sub-Group C for consideration:

(i) A new first Article relating to purposes and objectives
(Norway, 1/276, page 2).

(ii) A new second Article relating to general obligations
(Norway, L/276, page 2), and a Chilean proposal to
incorporate into the Agreement some of the principles
contained in Havana Charter Articles 3, 4, 6 and 8
(L/272, page 3),

(iii) A new Article relating to full employment
(New ZeIland, W 9/79).

(iv) A new Article concerning relations with non-member
(South Africa, W.9/92)4

(v) A proposed interpretative note to Article XXIII
(Demark.,, Norway and Sweden, L/273, L/276, ad L/275),

2* The Norwegian delegation withdrew both its proposals (under (i) and (ii)
above) for new articles on the understanding that the Agreement of Organizational
Provioions would contain in its first Article a cross-reference to tiJe purposes
and objectives of the General Agreement.

3. 'The Chilean delegation agreed that the principles of its- Topoaals to
incorporate some of the language of Articles 3, 4 and 6 of the Ravana Cha'ter
were covered by the New Zealand proposal for an Article relating tofull employ-
ment, and that they would not therefore prose their proposal sepmratelyq They
also agreed that' the substance of their proposals with r eference to krticle 8
of the Havana Charter could more appropriately be de.It withi within the framea
work of the consideration of Article XVIII,

4. The Sub-Group has not as yet come to any conclusions regarding the New
Zealand and South African proposals (points (iii) and (iV) above),.

5. The Sub-Group recommends that the following paragraph be included in the
report of the Working Party to deal with point (i) above
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The Working Party discussed proposals by the Governents of DenmarkJ
Norway and Sweden to add an interpretative note to paragraph 2 of Article XIII
The representative of the Scandinavian countries, when introducing the proposals
stressed that action by the CONTRACTING PARTIES under Article XXIII should be
directed towards the-maintenance of a general level of reciprocal and
mutually advantageous concessions not less favourable to trade than Athat pro-
vided for in the original situation it was, therefore, he stressed, desirale
Jhat resort should be had to retaliatory action only when all other possibili-
ties had been explored.

The proposal was withdrawn in the light of the agreement by the Working
Party that, subject to the qualifications explained in the following paragraph
of this Report, the principle set out in the proposed interpretative note
conformed with both the intention of the Article and the practices the
CONTRACTING PARIES had hitherto followed in applying its provisions. The
Working Party considered that the r ir en i K2 81
that the oirexumstances must be "serious enough" limits the possibility of
authorizing a contracting wrty or Rarties to takeappropriate retaliatory
action to cases where endeavours to solve the Problem through the withdrawal
of the measures causes the damage, the substitution of other concessions
or sm other oppropriate action have not proved to be possible,- and where
such authorization appears to be the only1 means either of vreventina serious
eoo2iMMic consequences to the country for which a benefit has been nullified
or impaired, or the only means of restoring the original situation,

Furthermore, the Working Party felt that any implication (such as had existed
in the Scandinavian proposal) that the provision of appro iate compensation,
on the one hand, and the removal of the measures causing the damage, on the
other hand;. are fully eouivalent and satisfactory alternatives would not accord
with the in n piri of the Article. In their view, the first objective,
if. the CONTRACTING PARTIES decided, in the event of a complaint under Article
XMIII, that certain measures were inconsistent with provisions of the Agreements
should be to secure the withdrawal of the-measures. The alternative of pro-
viding comper-ation for damage suffered should be resorted to only if the
imrediate withdrawal of the measures was impracticable and only as a temporary
measure pending the vftdwaV8lof the measures which were inconsistent with the
Ageeet,


